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1.

Introduction

1.1

This note has been commissioned by the Tandridge Lane Action Group (TLAG) and prepared by
Landscape Architects, Arc Ltd and provides a desk‐top review of published Green Belt and
landscape assessments of the site known as Redhill Aerodrome in Surrey (hereafter referred to as
‘the Site’).

1.2

The Site’s western extent falls within Reigate and Banstead Borough Council (RBBC) and the
eastern extent within Tandridge District Council (TDC) – see Figure 1.

1.3

The purpose of the note is to review previously published Green Belt Assessments and landscape
appraisals of the Site and review the available evidence identifying landscape opportunities and
constraints which would inform its capacity to accept large scale residential development such as
a garden village.

1.4

This note is based on a desk‐top review of publicly available sources and a site visit was not carried
out. It also does not provide a detailed sequential comparison between the landscape capacity of
the Site and the other potential candidate sites for a garden village (South Godstone and Blindley
Heath).
Figure 1: Extent of the Site
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2.

Background

2.1

The Site falls within two districts; Reigate and Banstead District (RBBC) and Tandridge District
(TDC), both within the county of Surrey, and is designated as Metropolitan Green Belt.

2.2

A major component of TDC’s preferred strategy for the future delivery of housing within the
district is the delivery of a garden village and the Site was identified as one of several potential
locations for such a development1. In June 2018, TDC published their draft Local Plan. A key
element of the spatial strategy in the draft Local Plan is the development of a Garden Community;
TDC’s current preferred location is centred around the village of South Godstone.

2.3

Within RBBC’s Local Plan, the Site has been ‘safeguarded’ for future development beyond the
current plan period (i.e. after 2027)2. This means that the land will be removed from the Green
Belt but protected and will only be released for development through a future review of the Local
Plan.

1

2

Tandridge District Landscape and Visual Assessment for a potential garden village location – Rev C (2017)
Development Management Plan Regulation 19 Consultation Fact Sheet Green Belt; page 2
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3.

Site Promotion

3.1

The Site is being actively promoted by Thakeham Homes as a sustainable, deliverable location for
a new Garden Village (see Figures 2 & 3).
Figure 2: Thakeham Homes Concept Framework

Figure 3: Thakeham Homes wider concept framework
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4.

Green Belt and Landscape Assessments
Overview

4.1

Both TDC and RBBC have carried out Green Belt and landscape studies as part of the evidence base
to support their local plans. The following consider the Site:
Green Belt Assessments (GBA)
 Tandridge District GBA Part 1 (2015), intended to understand the land designated as
Green Belt and assess how far it meets four out of five3 of the Green Belt purposes and
ensure it is robust and defensible for the future; and
 Tandridge District Council GBA Part 3: Exceptional Circumstances and Insetting (2018),
considers the Council’s approach to releasing land from the Green Belt and to ‘insetting’
settlements
 RBBC Development Management Plan (Regulation 19) Safeguarded land for development
beyond the plan period (2017) sets out the Council’s approach to ‘Safeguarded land’, ie
land currently in the Green Belt which could be allocated as a site for development
beyond the current plan period
Landscape Appraisals and Capacity studies
 Tandridge District Landscape and Visual Assessment for a potential garden village location
– Rev C (2017)
 RBBC Borough wide Landscape and Townscape Character Assessment (2008)

4.2

The Tandridge Landscape Capacity and Sensitivity Study (2016), Tandridge District Landscape and
Visual Assessment Concept areas for new and extended settlements (2016) and RBBC Green Belt
Review (2016), which reviewed land around the edge of existing built‐up areas in order to assess
the extent to which that land contributes to the purposes and integrity of the Green Belt, did not
consider the Site.

4.3

Thakeham Homes have also commissioned detailed landscape and Green Belt assessments of the
Site to assess its landscape capacity and sensitivity and to support the Site promotion and inform
the emerging Development brief. These cover the whole Site and consider it as a whole,
disregarding the borough boundary:





Green Belt Review (2017);
Green Belt Purpose Topic Paper (2017);
Landscape & Visual Baseline Appraisal & Landscape Capacity (2017); and
Landscape Capacity Topic Paper (2017)

3 Purpose 5 is to assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land. Given the difficulty
in assessing how an area of Green Belt land is directly responsible for brownfield development on the basis of assumptions
relating to viability and developability, purpose 5 can only be effectively considered on a case‐by‐case basis through the Local
Plan process and was therefore excluded from the TDC GBA Part 1.
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Green Belt Assessments
4.4

This section provides a review of Green Belt assessments previously carried out of the Site and
summarises the conclusions on the contribution the Site makes to the purposes of Green Belts as
defined in the NPPF and on to what extent it displays the essential Green Belt characteristics of
openness and permanence.

4.5

It should be noted that a Green Belt assessment is not an assessment of landscape quality, and
that this review is based on published sources.
Tandridge District GBA (Part 1)

4.6

TDC GBA (Part 1) consists of two levels of Green Belt assessment:



4.7

an overarching strategic assessment which divided the district into three strategic green
belt areas ‐ A, B and C; and
a parcel assessment which divided the district into 47 distinct parcels, using definitive
boundaries such as roads, railways and rivers.

GBA (Part 1) considered how well each strategic green belt area and each parcel serves the
purposes of the Green Belt as defined in the NPPF.
Strategic Green Belt Assessment

4.8

The eastern extent of the Site falls within Strategic Parcel B, described as “a central band of Green
Belt separating a number of towns, including Oxted, Bletchingley, Godstone and Woldingham from
the larger settlements to the north in Strategic Area A. The area spans either side of the M25 with
the rolling hillsides dominating the area to the north of the M25.”

4.9

In relation to the purposes of the Green Belt, Strategic Parcel B was found to make a:
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Moderate contribution to checking sprawl as it contains some larger towns but limited by
its distance from the substantial built up areas of London. Development generally
contained within settlements and towns;
Some contribution to separating specific towns such as Godstone and Bletchingley but
most settlements within this strategic area are generally well spaced apart and the threat
of coalescence is not great;
Mostly open countryside and considered to generally be effective at safeguarding it from
encroachment except where development already exists; and
Strong role in preserving the Conservation Areas as they are generally set in open
countryside free from surrounding development

Redhill Aerodrome
Parcel Assessment
4.10

In the finer grain assessment of individual parcels, the eastern extent of the Site (within Tandridge
borough) falls within Parcel 29, which the TDC GBA found to be generally effective at fulfilling
relevant Green Belt purposes (see Appendix A). The TDC GBA did not consider Purpose 5 (to assist
in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land).

4.11

The findings of the TDC GBA (Part 1) relating to Parcel 29 are summarised in Table 1 below.
Table 1: TDC GBA (Part 1) assessment of Parcel GBA 029 contribution to Green Belt purposes
Green Belt Purpose

Parcel 29

1

To check the unrestricted
sprawl of large built up areas

There have been some changes within the parcel, mainly due to infilling with
the settlements. However, this has been restricted to the built up areas and
was in accordance with policy at the time. The strategic assessment makes it
clear that there are some large scale settlements within this area, which are
just outside the District such as Redhill, Merstham and South Merstham. The
Green Belt to the western edge of this strategic area has an important role to
prevent the sprawl of these large built up settlements creeping into the
Tandridge District. This is in conjunction with adjacent parcel 028. This is
applicable to Redhill, a settlement that extends up to the District boundary. As
such this parcel serves this purpose effectively but should be explored further
to understand further whether it is the Green Belt designation that restricts
development (this area is labelled 028 the map in Appendix F).

2

To prevent neighbouring
towns merging into one
another

The parcel plays an effective role in preventing South Nutfield and Nutfield
merging. However, this is further aided by the woodland the topography
between the settlements. The parcel also plays a role in separating Redhill
with South Nutfield. However, these settlements are further separated by the
distance, woodland and water bodies in the parcel. Therefore the parcel is
effective at serving this purpose.

3

To assist in safeguarding the
countryside from
encroachment

The parcel is generally considered to play a strong role in assisting in
safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.

4

To preserve the setting and
special character of historic
towns

There are no Conservation Areas within or adjacent to this parcel so it is not
considered to serve this purpose.

Overall conclusion on Parcel 29
GBA 029 makes a generally strong contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt. It plays an effective role in
checking sprawl, which is recognised in the strategic assessment as Redhill has not expanded into the District, and as
such has been identified as an area for further investigation (this area is labelled 028 on the map in Appendix F). The
parcel is predominantly open countryside free from any significant concentration of development. It plays a strong
role in assisting to safeguard against encroachment, although for the settlement of South Nutfield this is not the case
and has been identified as an area for further investigation (this area is labelled 030 on the map in Appendix F). The
parcel plays a role in maintaining separation between two neighbouring settlements, although this is further
supported by the topography and woodland within the area. There are no Conservation Areas within the parcel.

Tandridge District GBA Part 3: Exceptional Circumstances and Insetting (2018)
4.12

GBA Part 3 explains how the Council has assessed sites for exceptional circumstances and seeks to
explain the principles behind its proposed new Garden Community. In relation to the three
locations for the proposed garden community identified as having landscape capacity (South
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Godstone, Blindley Heath and the Site), the GBA states that “The development of any of these
locations will result in development in the countryside contrary to purpose 3. It will lead to the
expansion of a settlement in the case of South Godstone or Blindley Heath contrary to purpose 1
and it also has the potential to impact on the Green Belt’s ability to serve purpose 2. The
development of any of these locations would also clearly impact upon the openness of the Green
Belt.4
4.13

The GBA acknowledges that “the landscape evidence notes Redhill Aerodrome’s open character
and its relatively level topography, concluding that it has potential to accommodate a new
settlement”.5

4.14

The GBA concludes that exceptional circumstances would exist for the release from the Green Belt
of one of the locations for a garden community under consideration by the Local Plan.
RBBC Development Management Plan (Regulation 19) Safeguarded land for development
beyond the plan period

4.15

The report applies the same methodology as used in the RBBC Green Belt Review (2016) to assess
a number of sites against the five purposes of the Green Belt, including the Site, which is referred
to as SAS1: Redhill Aerodrome.

4.16

The Site is found to have an overall contribution of 9 (1 low importance – 15 high importance).
Table 2 summarises the findings in relation to the Site – see Appendix C for the full assessment.
Table 2: RBBC assessment of SAS 1: Redhill Aerodrome contribution to Green Belt purposes

4.17

Green Belt Purpose

SAS1: Redhill Aerodrome

1
2
3
4
5.

Moderate
High
Moderate
Low
Low

To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built up areas
To prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another
To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment
To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns
To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of
derelict and other urban area

The report says of the Site:
“One site (SAS1) Redhill Aerodrome …. could represent a potential opportunity to achieve the
Garden Village concept of a freestanding new settlement in open land. The Aerodrome straddles
two districts and includes some previously developed land in a general countryside and green belt
setting.”

4.18

The report goes on to say that the assessment assumes not all of the Site will be built on and that
green buffers would be essential to provide separation from existing settlements. The Site would

4

5

Tandridge District Council GBA Part 3: Exceptional Circumstances and Insetting (2018), para 4,11
Tandridge District Council GBA Part 3: Exceptional Circumstances and Insetting (2018), para 4,14
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also be subject to TDC taking it forward in their Local Plan and the justification for identifying the
area as Safeguarded Land is dependent upon a similar conclusion or an allocation being made in
the forthcoming TDC Local Plan.
Green Belt Review (2017) – Davies Landscape Architects6
4.19

The DLA Green Belt Review is a comprehensive assessment which identifies local defensible
parcels within the Site and evaluates their value and contribution to Green Belt purposes as
defined in the NPPF.

4.20

This note does not seek to repeat the detailed findings of the DLA review, which is considered to
apply a robust methodology, but the findings are summarised in Figure 3 below, which identifies
Parcels D, F, G, H and I (hatched white) as being areas that could be removed from the Green Belt
whilst retaining the wider parcel’s contribution.
Figure 3: Technical Assessment Area Green Belt Strategy (DLA 2017)

4.21

The Green Belt Purpose Topic Paper (2017) summarises the findings of the Green Belt Review.7

Landscape Appraisals and Capacity Studies
4.22

This section provides a review of previous landscape appraisals and capacity studies carried out of
the Site.

6
Redhill Aerodrome New Garden Community Green Belt Review, Davies Landscape Architects DLA/1748/TAGBR/RPT/08/RevC
2017
7 Redhill Aerodrome New Garden Community Green Belt Purpose Topic Paper, Davies Landscape Architects 2017
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4.23

The Site was not assessed in the Tandridge Landscape Capacity and Sensitivity Study (2016) or the
Tandridge District LVIA Concept areas for new and extended settlements (2016).
Tandridge District Landscape and Visual Assessment (LVIA) for a potential garden village
location – Rev C (2017)

4.24

The Tandridge District LVIA for a potential garden village location is a landscape appraisal
specifically of ten potential garden village locations. It assesses their suitability in landscape terms
as locations for potential new settlements or extensions to existing settlements (see Appendix B).
The findings are summarised below in Table 2.

4.25

The Site, along with South Godstone and Blindley Heath, was one of three sites assessed as having
medium potential to accept a garden village.
Table 3: TDC LVIA assessment of Garden Village Areas

4.26

Garden Village Area

Potential of concept area to accept a garden village

Chaldon
Redhill Aerodrome
Lambs Business Park
South Godstone
Land west of Edenbridge
Blindley Heath*
Horne
Lingfield
Hobbs industrial Estate
Copthorne
* Assessment only considered land to west of A22

Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
High
Low
Low
Low
Low

The LVIA describes the Site:
“The local landscape is characterised by a central area of large scale grassland with an open aspect
(the airfield) contained along its southern and eastern boundaries by the Redhill Brook and Salfords
Stream floodplains. Further south the landscape is generally low lying and substantially more
enclosed and comprises medium to small‐scale fields contained by riparian vegetation and a
regular and well developed hedgerow and woodland structure. The western margins of the study
area comprise mixed agricultural land partly enclosed by small woodland blocks and
hedgerows…To the north, where the lower slopes of the Greensand Ridge become evident as minor
hills and ridges, the north‐west sector of the study area is open and large scale in character with a
limited landscape structure; to the east around South Nutfield and Ridge Green the field pattern is
smaller in scale and more enclosed by the hedgerow structure and small woodland belts.”

4.27

Landscape opportunities and constraints for development are identified, which are in summary:
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Opportunities










The large scale open landscape of the airfield which extends through the central section
is maintained as open grassland, has no landscape designations or landscape features of
high landscape value and lacks any internal landscape structure;
The Site is locally well‐contained by a minor ridge to the west and north‐west which
separates the airfield from the suburban areas of Redhill further to the west;
A mature framework of hedgerows and hedgerow trees and the M23 corridor provide
wider containment to the east and south, whilst more locally the riparian vegetation of
the Redhill Brook and Salfords Stream floodplains add containment;
Open space land uses to the northern end of the airfield could reduce landscape and
visual impacts of development and provide some visual separation between a new
settlement and South Nutfield;
There are few listed buildings within the study area and limited areas of Ancient
Woodland, which are located to the margins of the area; and
From a landscape perspective there is potential to accommodate a new settlement of
circa 69ha and a village centre of 10ha within the airfield footprint.

Constraints




The combination of South Nutfield and the new settlement is likely to have a significant
impact on the rural outlook of the Greensand Way and the candidate area for the AONB;
The rural setting of South Nutfield is likely to be affected by the potential development
area; and
The eastern and western airfield boundaries adjacent to the runway alignments are
limited and offer open views across the airfield from adjacent roads.

RBBC Borough wide Landscape and Townscape Character Assessment (2008)
4.28

The RBBC Borough wide Landscape and Townscape Character Assessment sub‐divides the borough
into landscape areas and locates the part of the Site which falls within the borough boundary in
Sub‐Area B3 (see Appendix D). Sub‐Area B3 is described as:
“a disturbed fringe landscape, both physically and visually with views often encompassing the
urban edge of Redhill and its surrounding villages. The north south transport corridors which run
through the fringe add a high degree of severance and play a part in its low landscape sensitivity
…. the landscape’s interrupted characteristics imbue it with a low sensitivity to change, although
the level of sensitivity rises around the managed wildlife sites.”
“Located within a natural bowl in the landscape… the site is surrounded by higher ground with
wooded skylines and limited views of the development area from surrounding land. As extensive
mown grassland, the aerodrome has very limited landscape and wildlife value and limited current
agricultural value”8

8

Thakeham Homes Vision Statement 2018
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4.29

The area comprises farmland and paddocks with large open fields intersected by small copses and
woodland and the airfield, to which there is currently no public access. The airfield is described as
a large expanse of open grassland with some large buildings and hard standing on the outer
perimeter.

4.30

The RBBC Landscape Assessment does not provide any assessment of sensitivity or capacity.
Landscape & Visual Baseline Appraisal & Landscape Capacity (2017) – Davies Landscape
Architects9

4.31

The Landscape & Visual Baseline Appraisal (LBVA) and Capacity Study subdivides the Site into
parcels and assesses each one for its contribution to Green Belt, landscape sensitivity, visual
amenity and landscape value, which has been used to provide an indication of the parcels’ capacity
to accept development.

4.32

This note does not seek to repeat the detailed findings of the LVBA and Capacity Study, which is
considered to apply a robust methodology, but the findings are summarised in Figure 4 below,
which identifies Parcels C west, D south, F central, G, H south and west, I, J north and K as having
a Medium, Medium/High or High capacity to accept development.
Figure 4: Landscape Capacity for Potential Development Consideration (DLA 2017)

9
Redhill Aerodrome New Garden Community Landscape & Visual Baseline Appraisal & Landscape Capacity
DLA/1748/LVA&CAP/RPT/09/RevC
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4.33

The Landscape Capacity Topic Paper (2017) summarises the findings of the LVBA and Capacity
Study.10

10

Redhill Aerodrome New Garden Community Landscape Capacity Topic Paper, Davies Landscape Architects 2017
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5.

Summary and Conclusions

5.1

This note provides a review of the Green Belt and Landscape Assessments which have been
undertaken to date of the Site (Redhill Aerodrome). The Site has been identified in both TDC and
RBBC’s Local Plan evidence bases as a potential location for a garden village.

5.2

It is acknowledged that development of the Site, wholly or in part, would result in the definitional
harm implicit in any increase in built form within the Green Belt and in actual harm to the
fundamental characteristics of openness and permanence.

5.3

The TDC evidence base attempts to provide a relative assessment of the candidate sites for a new
garden village within the district – the Site, Blindley Heath and South Godstone – however, at this
stage, no evidence is available which demonstrates that the Site is more constrained from a
landscape point of view than the other two candidate sites.

5.4

The Site’s location straddling two borough boundaries does present a barrier to gaining a coherent
understanding of the landscape constraints and opportunities from the evidence available within
the Local Plan evidence bases for the two boroughs. Whilst TDC GBA (Part 1) finds that the eastern
part of the Site (ref GBA 029) makes a generally strong contribution to the purposes of the Green
Belt, the RBBC assessment of the western portion of the Site (ref SAS 1) finds that the Site makes
an overall contribution of 9, where 1: low importance and 15: high importance.

5.5

The detailed assessment work which has been carried out by DLA on behalf of Thakeham Homes
reviews the Site as a whole, unconstrained by borough boundaries. This analysis clearly
demonstrates how parcels within the Site, notwithstanding their Green Belt designation, have the
landscape capacity to accommodate large scale development, such as a garden community,
without resulting in unacceptable significant adverse impacts on landscape or visual amenity.
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APPENDICES
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EXTRACT FROM TDC GBA (PART 1)
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D.30 GBA 029

Figure D.30.1 – Map of GBA 029
D.30.1

GBA 029 is located in the far west of the District, beyond the M23. Within
this parcel is the lower half of South Nutfield, a settlement in the Green
Belt. There is also Redhill Aerodrome, a small airport with a grass runway.
The parcel is relatively small, and a large part of it is taken up by the
settlement with a small amount of additional dwellings along Crab Hill Lane
outside the village boundary. In the far south is a small wooded area
screening the lower half of the parcel from the adjacent parcel 039. Some
small tributaries and brooks run through this area. There are not many
agricultural uses in this parcel, with many of the fields used for grazing
horses instead.

436

Figure D.30.2 - Plane coming into land at Redhill Aerodrome. The Aerodrome is
a large expanse of open grassland with some large buildings and hard
standing on the outer perimeter. Part of it extends into Reigate and Banstead.

Figure D.30.3 - Looking south east from the fields adjacent to South Nutfield.
The M23 is just visible in the centre.
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Figure D.30.4 - South Nutfield. Although within the Green Belt it is still a large
concentration of built form, more synonymous with an urban area.

Purpose 1: to check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas
What are the characteristics of development, if any? i.e. is the development which
exists; planned, ad-hoc or sporadic?

D.30.2

The majority of the parcel contains the settlement of South Nutfield. There
are a number of brooks and tributaries within the area. The M23 is to the
east of the parcel and a railway line to the north. A large amount of the
fields within this parcel are used for horse grazing rather then agricultural.
Redhill Aerodrome in the south west of the parcel and extends into the
neighbouring authority; Reigate and Banstead.
Has this changed significantly since the Green Belt was first designated?

D.30.3

South Nutfield was washed over with Green Belt since the designation of
Green Belt in the Surrey County Development Plan 1958. Since this date,
the settlement has remained in the Green Belt. The settlement boundary
around South Nutfield was first defined in The South of the Downs Local
Plan 1986. There has been some infilling and small scale development
within the settlement that was appropriate to policy set out in the relevant
development plans. The settlement boundary was amended in both the
South of the Downs Local Plan 1994 and the Tandridge District Council
Local Plan 2001 to incorporate development.
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D.30.4

Redhill Aerodrome is also within this parcel. Whilst the Aerodrome has tried
to diversify and become a larger airfield with more commercial
development, the Secretary of State refused the application; one of the
reasons was due to its position within the Green Belt. As such, the
Aerodrome has remained similar since the Green Belt designation.
Is any area of the parcel physically connected to a built up area/settlement?

D.30.5

The nearest large built up area to this part of the Green Belt is Redhill
across the border. In most places it does not extend far enough to be
immediately adjacent to the Tandridge Green Belt / parcel boundary, as the
built form of the town remains a substantial distance further west. However,
in the north western corner of the parcel near the railway line Redhill
extends much closer to the Tandridge border. The southern half of South
Nutfield takes up the majority of the parcel.
Is there a strong, defensible boundary between the existing built up area
and the Green Belt, for example: main roads, built form, watercourses,
etc.? Or is there another notable feature which is more effective in
preventing urban sprawl i.e. a hilltop or ridgeline, or drainage ditch, etc.?

D.30.6

Development from Redhill stops short of the Tandridge District border in
most places, and is also kept in check by several bodies of water and
woodland that sit along the boundary line, as well as the Green Belt that
lies in Reigate and Banstead that immediately abuts the settlement. South
Nutfield is drawn tight around the built up area of the settlement.
Conclusion on Purpose 1

D.30.7 There have been some changes within the parcel, mainly due to infilling with
the settlements. However, this has been restricted to the built up areas and
was in accordance with policy at the time. The strategic assessment (set
out in Appendix B) makes it clear that there are some large scale
settlements within this area, which are just outside the District such as
Redhill, Merstham and South Merstham. The Green Belt to the western
edge of this strategic area has an important role to prevent the sprawl of
these large built up settlements creeping into the Tandridge District. This is
in conjunction with adjacent parcel 028. This is applicable to Redhill, a
settlement that extends up to the District boundary. As such this parcel
serves this purpose effectively but should be explored further to understand
further whether it is the Green Belt designation that restricts development
(this area is labelled 028 the map in Appendix F).
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Purpose 2: to prevent neighbouring towns merging into one another
What settlements/towns are within the parcel?

D.30.8

South Nutfield is within the parcel. The settlement of Redhill in the
neighbouring Borough of Reigate and Banstead is adjacent to the parcel in
the west. Nutfield is adjacent in parcel 028 to the north.
Would the reduction in the gap notably compromise the separation of settlements
and the overall openness of the parcel visually or physically?

D.30.9

Within parcel 029 is part of South Nutfield. Nutfield is to the north and whilst
the distance between them is not great they are regarded as separate
settlements with distinct communities. The physical landscape features
between them also play a role in maintaining separation (Nutfield sits on a
raised elevation and there is also a stretch of woodland providing a visual
as well as physical separation).

D.30.10 The settlement of Redhill lies just across the border in the west of the
parcel. Whilst the Green Belt that sits between Redhill and South Nutfield
helps to separate the settlements, this is assisted by the water bodies and
the woodlands that sit between the two. The settlements are also a
reasonable distance way from each other.
Does this parcel, either in part or in its entirety, act as a buffer to the
merging/coalescence of 2 or more settlements?

D.30.11 The parcel acts as a buffer between Redhill and South Nutfield. The
woodland in the area, the topography and the water bodies all assist in
preventing the settlements from merging.
Can you see any neighbouring settlement ‘on the ground’? If not, what prevents
this? i.e. too far away, visual obstruction from topography, buildings or woodlands,
etc.?

D.30.12 From Nutfield you can see South Nutfield; however the difference in
topography and stretch of woodland between them does help to separate
the two. From the parcel you can see views into Redhill. However, the
distance between them, the woodland and water bodies assist in their
separation.
Conclusion on Purpose 2
D.30.13 The parcel plays an effective role in preventing South Nutfield and Nutfield
merging. However, this is further aided by the woodland the topography
between the settlements. The parcel also plays a role in separating Redhill
with South Nutfield. However, these settlements are further separated by
the distance, woodland and water bodies in the parcel. Therefore the parcel
is effective at serving this purpose.
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Purpose 3: to assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment
What are the characteristics and features of the area?

D.30.14 Outside the settlement of South Nutfield there is some scattered built form,
mostly isolated dwellings or small groups of dwellings, as well as some
buildings ancillary to agricultural usage. However, the settlement of South
Nutfield represents a concentration of development within the Green Belt.
There are some brooks and tributaries and woodland within the parcel too.
Redhill Aerodrome is located in the south west corner of the parcel.
What type of development exists within the area? For example: agricultural
buildings, industrial uses, etc.

D.30.15 There is a mix of development within the parcel; the settlement of South
Nutfield, some ancillary properties associated with Redhill Aerodrome, and
a lot of other smaller buildings.
Does the parcel contain countryside?

D.30.16 Much of parcel 029 is open countryside or woodland. There are a few
isolated buildings within the parcel, including building associated within
Redhill Aerodrome.
What is the size and scale of the development and/or visual obstructions within
the parcel? i.e. woodlands, topography etc.

D.30.17 The development within the parcel is of different size and scale. The
settlement of South Nutfield has a range of different residential properties
within it and some community facilities; however, the settlement as a whole
is quite large. The ancillary buildings to Redhill Aerodrome are fairly large.
Other isolated buildings are agricultural or smaller in scale.
Conclusion on Purpose 3
D.30.18 The parcel is generally considered to play a strong role in assisting in
safeguarding the countryside from encroachment. However, due to the
concentration of development in the settlement, South Nutfield has been
identified for further investigation (this area is labelled 030 on the map in
Appendix F).
Purpose 4: to preserve the setting and special character of historic
towns
Are there any designated historic conservation areas within or visible from the
parcel?

D.30.19 There are no Conservation Areas within or visible from the parcel.
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How would you describe the view from, within, into and out of the conservation
area?

D.30.20 There are no Conservation Areas within the parcel.
How does the parcel complement the setting of the conservation area?
D.30.21 There are no Conservation Areas within the parcel.
Conclusion on Purpose 4
D.30.22 There are no Conservation Areas within or adjacent to this parcel so it is
not considered to serve this purpose.
Conclusion: How effectively does Parcel 028 serve the purposes of
the Green Belt?
D.30.23 GBA 029 makes a generally strong contribution to the purposes of the
Green Belt. It plays an effective role in checking sprawl, which is
recognised in the strategic assessment as Redhill has not expanded into
the District, and as such has been identified as an area for further
investigation (this area is labelled 028 on the map in Appendix F). The
parcel is predominantly open countryside free from any significant
concentration of development. It plays a strong role in assisting to
safeguard against encroachment, although for the settlement of South
Nutfield this is not the case and has been identified as an area for further
investigation (this area is labelled 030 on the map in Appendix F). The
parcel plays a role in maintaining separation between two neighbouring
settlements, although this is further supported by the topography and
woodland within the area. There are no Conservation Areas within the
parcel.
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APPENDIX B
EXTRACT FROM TDC LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL ASSESSMENT FOR A
POTENTIAL GARDEN VILLAGE LOCATION – REV C

A202-RE-01_LB

Redhill Aerodrome

Landscape and Visual Assessment for
a Potential Garden Village Location
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Height (AOD)
175m
170m

4.1 LANDSCAPE CONTEXT165m
160m

Figure 1: The Study area

The study area is centred on Redhill Aerodrome which
155m
lies between the village of South Nutfield, located in
150m
Tandridge District, and Whitebushes and Redhill located
in the adjacent Borough of Reigate and Banstead. The
145m
aerodrome comprises a of small business park and aircraft
related industrial units together with grass runways and 140m
a
wider grass field. The M23 corridor, between junction 8
135m
and 9, lies to the east of the study area and the A23 to
130m
the west. The area is served by railway stations at South
Nutfield to the north and both Salfords and Earlswood to
125m
the west. Within the study area there are narrow lanes
120m
adjacent to the airfield; Kings Mill Lane and Crabhill Lane
linking north to Ridge Green and South Nutfield village.
115m
To the west boundary of the airfield Mason’s Bridge Road
provides a link to Whitebushes and the A23 corridor. The
rural road network extends south to Salfords and more
open countryside to the south and east. The airfield has
no public access but the surrounding local landscape is
served by a good public footpath network, which includes
the Greensand Way which runs through the north-west
sector of the study area. Moats Lane, a byway open to
traffic skirts the southern edge of the airfield.
The Greensand Ridge, which is elevated and wooded in
character lies, in large part, to the north of the study area.
The lower slopes of the Greensand Ridge extend south to
include a minor ridge and hills to north-east of the study
area along which South Nutfield and Ridge Green are
located. A second minor ridge to the west of the airfield,
CLIENT:

1:12,500 at A3 - kilometres:

north

0

0.5

1

around Staplehurst Farm, separates the airfield
from theDistrict Council
Tandridge
urban areas further west on the A23 corridor.

PROJECT:

South Nutfield
TITLE:
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1:20,000 at A3 - kilometres:
north
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Application boundary
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The local landscape is characterised by a central area of
Figure 2: Landscape Character Type.

large scale grassland with an open aspect (the airfield)
contained along its southern and eastern boundaries
by the Redhill Brook and Salfords Stream floodplains.

Settlement.

Further south the landscape is generally low lying and
substantially more enclosed and comprises medium to
hill

Red

k
roo

small-scale fields contained by riparian vegetation and

B

Settlement.

Small /medium scale,
hedged landscape.

a regular and well developed hedgerow and woodland
structure. The western margins of the study area comprise
mixed agricultural land partly enclosed by small woodland

Medium /large scale
mixed agricultural - open.

blocks and hedgerows. The residential development at
Whitebushes and Earlswood is evident from the adjoining
Medium/ large scale
mixed agricultural
- semi open
tream

ds S
Salfor

Settlement.

Medium scale
mixed agricultural
semi - enclosed.

landscape. The M23 forms a physical and visual block in
the landscape, between the majority of the study area and
the wider agricultural landscapes to the east. To the north,
where the lower slopes of the Greensand Ridge become
evident as minor hills and ridges, the north-west sector of
the study area is open and large scale in character with

Redhill
Aerodrome
large scale, open.
grassland.

a limited landscape structure; to the east around South
Nutfield and Ridge Green the field pattern is smaller in
scale and more enclosed by the hedgerow structure and
small woodland belts.

Settlement.

South Nutfield and Ridge Green form a small settlement

Salfords Stream
Medium scale mixed
agricultural - enclosed.

on the north-eastern border of the study area, the

Medium/ large scale
mixed agricultural
- enclosed

settlement has a relatively open structure largely following
the road network as ribbon development. Whitebushes, to
the west of the study area is by comparison a relatively
CLIENT:

dense suburban estate on the
edgeDistrict
of South
Earlswood
Tandridge
Council

Small scale mixed agricultural
- enclosed.

PROJECT:
and Redhill. A small business
park and aircraft related

Redhill

buildings are located on TITLE:
the western edge of the
Landscape Character Types

north

aerodrome, accessed off SCALE
Kings
Mill Lane. Scattered
AT A3:
DATE:

1:20,000
farmsteads are located on the
rural road networkJune
and2017
in

the wider landscape.
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Figure 3: Landscape Analysis Plan
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TITLE:

SCALE

1:25,0

4.2 SITE LANDSCAPE
The land uses in the study area are primarily the

appear unrelated to the central study area.

with the brooks feeding south to the Salfords
Stream floodplain. Whilst South Nutfield and

grass airfield, arable and pastoral agriculture, with
small pockets of woodland, a number of outlying

Land north-west of Kings Mill Lane, retained

Ridge Green sit on elevated ground, land to the

hamlets with some established employment uses

as undeveloped land, could form the basis of a

south is locally well-contained by the adjoining

within the aerodrome and formal recreational

new settlement boundary for future development

landscape character areas and its riparian

land uses south of Ridge Green.

and provide physical separation between a new

landscape structure. The village currently has

settlement and the main settlements south of

a rural setting with no urban influence from the

Redhill.

suburban areas of Redhill to the west.

There are no significant blocks of woodland
within the study area, however Furzefield Wood,
an area of Ancient Woodland, borders the study

Land to the west and south-west of the study

area to the south-east and the floodplains of the

area, beyond Kings Mill Lane and Mason’s Bridge

Redhill Brook and Salfords Stream are treed

Road, slopes north and west towards Redhill and

and provide a significant visual buffer to South

Whitebushes. The land is largely medium scale

Nutfield and the wider landscapes to the south.

with rectilinear fields, in pasture, which are partly

The M23 affords the study area a high degree of

enclosed by mature hedgerows and small blocks

containment and separation to the east.

of woodland. The landscape structure of this
western area offers some separation between

The topography of the central study area is

the airfield and the western residential areas of

uniform with little local variation, there is a gentle

Whitebushes. The western character area does

fall, across the area, leading to low lying areas of

not have a high level of landscape capacity for

flood plain, to the south and south-east. The local

development given its scale, openness towards

ridge to the north and west of Kings Mill Lane

Whitebushes

provides a well-defined landscape feature to the

Undeveloped land could provide adequate

west of the airfield which separates the central

separation between existing settlement and the

study area from the urban areas to the west. The

airfield. Mason’s Bridge Road could form the

land to the north of Staplehurst Farm, within the

basis of a new settlement boundary.

and

its

landscape

structure.

study area, lies on north-facing slopes outside
the containment of the north-western ridge and

The fields to the north and north-east of the

within the more open and large scale character

study area are generally rectilinear and small to

area to the north of the airfield. Development

medium in scale, the field pattern being defined

of this land would be exposed to the elevated

by a hedgerow network with some hedgerow

landscape of the Greensand Ridge and would

trees
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and

riparian

vegetation

associated
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4.3 VISUAL BASELINE
primarily

Views from the south: The riparian vegetation

access to the public is restricted. Land to the

considers the existing visibility of the central

on the Salfords Stream, together with hedgerows

north of Staplehurst Farm includes several public

area of the study area, which lies between South

and small copses contain the majority of views in

footpaths and the Greensand Way, all of which

Nutfield and the eastern edge of Whitebushes, and

the southern sector of the study area and form

offer expansive views across the landscape and

informs the location and extent of any potential

a largely continuous screen to the southern

the fields to the north and west of the study area.

development within the study area.

boundary to the airfield. The vegetation provides

Footpaths on east and south facing slopes have

The

visual

baseline

assessment

an effective screen to most views from Axes

partial views of the airfield, filtered by intervening

Views from the north: The landscape to the north

Lane and Green Lane and the limited number of

hedgerows and trees.

of the site is elevated, with some limited views from

houses to the south of the airfield. Moats Lane,

South Nutfield restricted by intervening hedgerows

a byway with public access to the south-east of

and trees. Further north, from higher ground, there

the airfield lies within a heavily wooded corridor

are open views south from the Greensand Way on

which precludes views of the landscape to the

Bower Hill. The public footpath, which lies within

north. There are no public footpaths adjacent to,

the AGLV and a candidate area for inclusion in the

or, in close proximity to the airfield.

AONB, has views of the land north of Staplehurst
Farm which is prominent and open to view; the

Views from the west: The aerodrome buildings

aerodrome, further south, is open to view, to the

and Business Park are visually prominent from

west of South Nutfield but the northern limits of

Kings Mill Lane and the airfield is partially

the airfield are partly contained by the intervening

visible from gaps in the road-side hedgerows.

riparian woodland.

Hedgerows along Mason’s Bridge Road largely
screen views into the airfield, however there are

Views from the east: The airfield and its immediate

open and extensive views from the road-side

surroundings, are well contained to the east by

where the airfield meets the road south of Kings

the M23 corridor and its associated landscape

Mill Lane. Footpaths and byways to the west of

planting. Much of the motorway is located on

the aerodrome lie beyond woodland and mature

embankment and bordered by woodland belts

hedgerow boundaries and substantially screen

and a well hedged landscape. More locally there

the airfield from view.

are open views from a short section of Crabhill
Lane close to the tennis centre.

Views from within the study area: There are
no footpaths within or adjacent to the airfield,
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Figure 5: Photolocation Plan
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CLIENT:

Tandridge District Council
PROJECT:

Redhill
TITLE:
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Greensand Ridge

Photograph 1: View north from Greensand Way towards Redhill Cemetery and the Greensand Ridge

Photograph 2: View from public footpath north-west towards Earlswood
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Nutfield Priory

South Nutfield

Photograph 3: View north-east towards the Greensand Ridge

South Nutfield

Photograph 4: View north-east towards South Nutfield
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Ridge Green

Photograph 5: View west across airfield towards Ridge Green

Photograph 6: View east along Redhill Brook
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Photograph 7: View east across Kings Mill Lane to Redhill Aerodrome buildings
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Photograph 8: View east to aerodrome buildings from Kings Mill Lane

Whitebushes

Earlswood

Staplehurst Farm

Photograph 9: View west and north from Kings Mill Lane
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Aerodrome buildings

Photograph 10: View east across airfield from Kings Mill Lane

Photograph 11: View north from Kings Mill Lane, Mason’s Bridge Road junction
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Photograph 12: View south along Mason’s Bridge Road

Photograph 13: View east across airfield from Mason’s Bridge Road
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Salfords

Photograph 14: View south and west from Mason’s Bridge Road

Nutfield Priory

Redhill Aerodrome

M23 beyond boundary
vegetation

Greensand Ridge

Photograph 15: View north from Axes Lane
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Photograph 16: View east from Crabhill Lane
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Photograph 17: View west across airfield from Crabhill Lane

Photograph 18: View from north of vicarage in South Nutfield
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Aerodrome buildings
South Nutfield

Airfield

North facing slopes of
study area.

Photograph 19: View south from the Greensand Way

South Nutfield

Airfield

North facing slopes of
study area.

Photograph 20: View south from the Greensand Way
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4.4 OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS FOR DEVELOPMENT
Opportunities for development

Constraints to development

part of a country park so as to maintain the rural

The large scale open landscape of the airfield

The Redhill Brook and Salfords Stream floodplains

and undeveloped character of the land. Open space

extends through the central section of the study

run through the eastern and southern portion of the

land uses, to the northern end of the airfield could

area. The airfield is maintained as open grassland,

study area and through the airfield. South Nutfield

reduce landscape and visual impacts of development

it has no landscape designations and few landscape

lies in close proximity to the airfield and the Redhill

and provide some visual separation between a new

features of high landscape value. It lacks any internal

Brook and the associated riparian landscape, which is

settlement and South Nutfield.

landscape structure but it is locally well-contained

relatively narrow, forms the rural setting to the village.

by a minor ridge to the west and north-west which

The floodplain is not suited to built development.

The potential development area is relatively close to

separates the airfield from the suburban areas of

The outlook from the Greensand Way and the setting

South Nutfield Railway station. However the service

Redhill further to the west. A mature framework of

to a candidate area of the AONB, to the north, is a

has a limited frequency. More frequent services are

hedgerows and hedgerow trees and the M23 corridor

constraint to development. Views from the Greensand

available from Salfords, Redhill and Earlswood but

provide wider containment to the east and south of

Way above the village of South Nutfield include the

access is via a busy road network.

the airfield. More locally the riparian vegetation of

north facing fields close to Staplehurst Farm which

the Redhill Brook and Salfords Stream floodplains

are prominent and unrelated to the airfield. The

The local road network comprises Mason’s Bridge

add containment to the area, although the eastern

aerodrome buildings are noticeable in the view as

Road with links to the A23, Kings Mill Lane and Crabhill

and western airfield boundaries adjacent to the

are the central and southern areas of the airfield; the

Lane. Moats Lane is not passable as a road access.

runway alignments are limited and offer open views

northern extents of the airfield are partially screened

Access to the primary road network is limited, there

across the airfield from adjacent roads. Subject

by the intervening trees and hedgerows. These are

is no direct or easy access to the M23, although it is

to other evidence base considerations, given the

middle distance views from the Greensand Way,

understood that options for a new motorway junction

open character of the airfield and the level nature

where the potential development area is open to view

are being explored by a scheme promoter. Access

of the land, from a landscape perspective there is

and would be seen in conjunction with South Nutfield

to the A23 would be via Mason’s Bridge Road to the

potential to accommodate a new settlement of circa

leading to visual coalescence. The combination

north of the residential area of Whitebushes or south

69ha and a village centre of 10ha within the airfield

of South Nutfield and the new settlement is likely

via Salfords utilising the existing residential road

footprint.

to have a significant impact on the rural outlook of

network, which is generally narrow and constrained

the Greensand Way and the candidate area for the

in character. Mason’s Bridge Road would provide

AONB.

direct vehicular access to the East Surrey Hospital

There are few listed buildings within the study area
and limited areas of Ancient Woodland which are

and services in Earlswood.

located to the margins of the area. A number of small

A new settlement of circa 145ha would necessitate

employment and recreational land uses are located

including land to the east of the main airfield within

Future expansion of the new settlement is likely to

close by, to the western and northern margins of

flood zone 2 and land to the west close to Mason’s

compromise the perception of separation between

the site.

Bridge Road. Land between the airfield and South

settlements

Nutfield could be used for informal recreation as

Specifically the landscape is constrained to the
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and

the
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setting

to

villages.
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Figure 6: Constraints and Opportunities
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4.5 GARDEN VILLAGE AREA ASSESSMENT
Figure 7: Potential Garden Village Location
Caterham on the Hill Concept Area - Visual Analysis Plan.

KEY

The potential garden village area identified on

north

Indicative Study Area

figure 7 could provide a potential development

Potential Garden Village Location

area with approximately 69ha of residential land.
The disposition of the required public open space

Potential Residential Area (69ha)

would be determined by the topography and
potential for flooding and the need to maintain

Village Centre (10ha)

an appropriate rural setting to South Nutfield

Public Open Space (& SUDS) (71ha
- excludes the 17ha, which falls within
Flood Zone 3)

and Ridge Green. New development would be

Potential access point

AONB and the Greensand Way, but is otherwise

prominent from the north, particularly from the
Greensand Ridge and the candidate area for the
well-contained in the wider landscape.
Lack of access to good road and rail links would
be a significant constraint to the site and would
focus new traffic on the existing road network
in South Nutfield or the residential areas of
Earlswood and Salfords in order to gain access
to the primary road network and railway stations
on the main line to the west.
The rural setting of South Nutfield is likely to
be affected by the potential development area.
Future expansion of the new settlement would
be limited by flood plain, the M23 and landscape
constraints around the airfield to the nor th, south
and west. Overall, the potential garden village
location has a Medium potential to provide a
new settlement.

north
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APPENDIX C
EXTRACT FROM RBBC DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT PLAN
(REGULATION 19) SAFEGUARDED LAND FOR DEVELOPMENT BEYOND
THE PLAN PERIOD

A202-RE-01_LB

SAS1

Redhill Aerodrome

Purpose 1: To check the unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas
Approximately 2% of the parcel is contiguous with the existing urban area of Whitebushes, approximately 13% of the parcel is
contiguous with the existing urban area of Salfords and the separate urban area of Perrywood Business Park and approximately 1% of
the parcel is contiguous with the existing urban area of Nutfield.

Moderate
importance to
Green Belt

The boundaries to the parcel are mixed: the boundaries to the south and west are considered to be strong and the boundaries to the
north and east are considered to be weak. The southern boundary is a strong boundary defined by Honeycrock Lane and Axes Lane; the
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western boundary is largely defined by the strong boundary of the railway line. It is also defined by the strong boundary of existing
residential development. The northern boundary is defined by the Redhill Brook; this is of a relatively weak strength. The eastern
boundary is defined by predominantly weak features of drains, field boundaries, residential curtilage and public footpaths. The eastern
boundary is also made up of the strong boundary of the motorway. Overall, the boundaries are considered to be of average strength.
Taking account of the factors above, the parcel is considered to be of moderate importance to this purpose.
Purpose 2: To prevent neighbouring towns from merging into one another

High importance
to Green Belt

The parcel lies within the gap between the built-up areas of Earlswood/Salfords in the borough of Reigate & Banstead and the village
settlement of South Nutfield in the district of Tandridge. The existing settlement gap is approximately 1.95km. Release of the parcel
would introduce a new urban area between these existing settlements/ villages. The settlement gap would be eroded by this
development. Settlement separation would therefore be characterised as essential and the parcel would be characterised as playing a
critical role in maintaining separation of existing settlement areas in this locale.
Taking account of the factors above, the parcel is considered to be of higher importance to this purpose.
Purpose 3: To assist in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment
The parcel comprises an operational aerodrome and an operational hospital. The parcel as a whole however is characterised
predominantly by open land/ agricultural fields. Whilst the nature of the aerodrome reduces the perception of countryside somewhat; it
retains a semi-rural character. There is some built form/ urbanising development within the parcel including the hospital and land
associated with the hospital; taxiways, hangars and other aerodrome buildings with hardstanding; and a number of residential dwellings
and agricultural buildings with associated hardstanding. The built form, however, constitutes significantly less than 5% of the area of the
parcel. The parcel is therefore considered to be undeveloped.

Moderate
importance to
Green Belt

Overall, the boundaries of the parcel have been assessed as being of average strength. There are strong boundaries to the south and
west of the parcel and weaker boundaries to the north and east of the parcel. Given the topography of the parcel, there is long range
inter-visibility between the parcel and the wider countryside in the locality. There are locations along the boundaries where the
interrelationship between the parcel and the immediately surrounding countryside can be appreciated at a local scale.
Taking account of the factors above, the parcel is considered to be of moderate importance to this purpose.
Purpose 4: To preserve the setting and special character of historic towns

Low importance
to Green Belt
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The parcel is not directly adjacent to or in proximity of a historic town or conservation area such that it forms part of the setting.
The parcel is therefore considered to be of low importance to this purpose.
Purpose 5: To assist in urban regeneration by encouraging the recycling of derelict and other urban land

Low importance
to Green Belt

The “urban areas first” approach set out in Policy CS6 of the adopted Core Strategy ensures that development on greenfield, Green Belt
sites should not directly compete with viable and deliverable urban/ regeneration opportunities.
The parcel is therefore considered to be of low importance to this purpose.
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SAS1 Redhill Aerodrome

Note: The hospital area is included in this area outline as access would be required for the strategic highway link between the A23 and the
M23.
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PARCEL: SAS1 – Redhill Aerodrome
General
Total Area
Land Uses

Ward
Previously Developed
Land?
Existing land
allocations?
Heritage
Statutory Listed
Buildings

Locally Listed
Buildings
Conservation Area
Scheduled Ancient
Monument
Area of
Archaeological
Potential/Importance
Historic Park/Garden
Other
Historic landscape
classification
Informal consultation
Summary

Landscape
AONB
AGLV
AONB recommended
additional area
Gatwick Open Setting
Common Land
Topography
Active agricultural
use?
Agricultural Grade

619ha
Predominant land use: agricultural/ open land
Other land sues: hospital; commercial premises; residential; grassed runways;
taxiways, hangars and other aerodrome buildings with hardstanding.
Earlswood & Whitebushes and Salfords & Sidlow
Undeveloped.
The built form is concentrated around the aerodrome and hospital. There are also
some residential buildings in the south of the parcel.
No

There are Grade II listed buildings at Deans Farm and Staplehurst Farm within
the land parcel.
 Robin Cooks Farm adjoins the parcel
 Cyprus Farm approx. 0.2km to the south of the parcel
 Christmas Farm Kennels approx. 0.5km to the south of the parcel
 Axes Farm approx. 0.6km to the south of the parcel
There are locally listed buildings at Covertside & Cleves House and Shocks
Green Cottage in the west of the parcel and Honeycrock House in the south of
the parcel.
N/A
The Deserted Medieval Farmstead Area of Archaeological Potential is in the
west of the parcel.
N/A
N/A
N/A
Mixed: there are predominantly larger ‘prairie’ fields. In the south west of the
parcel there is some ladder field pattern.
Heritage Officer: noted the historic field pattern in the south west of the parcel.
Consideration would also need to be given to the setting of Denes Farm.
Heritage slightly constrains development in the south west of the parcel –
there is an area of archaeological potential and a number of listed buildings
within close proximity. Development would need to give regard to the setting of
the listed buildings and the historic field pattern in the west of the parcel.
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Gently sloping
Yes
Majority Grade 4, small area within the eastern boundary (approx. 11.7ha) of
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the parcel Grade 3.
Landscape character

Summary

Biodiversity
SAC
SSSI
SNCI (existing or
proposed)
LNR (existing or
proposed)
RIGS
Ancient Woodland
Other Woodland
BOA
TPOs

Planned biodiversity
improvements?
Summary

Low Weald Farmland (WF3): low lying broadly undulating landscape.
Predominantly medium-large, arable fields with occasional areas of smaller
pastoral fields. There is a well-developed hedgerow network with dispersed
blocks of woodland. Landscape in the east of the character areas is more
tranquil than west of the Mole floodplain. Long distance views are possible,
sometimes obscured by woodland.
The borough landscape assessment suggests that the area has a medium to
high sensitivity to change.
The parcel is within an area of medium to high sensitivity to change. The
parcel displays some of the landscape characteristics including some medium
to large fields, some areas of woodland, some established trees and wide
ranging views. Development would need to retain the existing field pattern,
wooded areas, hedgerows, field patterns and be mindful of long-ranging views.
Mole Gap to Reigate Escarpment is approx. 3.6km to the north west of the
parcel.
N/A
There are a number of potential SNCI’s within the western part of the parcel:
woodland, Brick Field, East Surrey Hospital and The Plantation.
There is also a potential SNCI in the centre of the parcel: Redhill Aerodrome.
N/A
N/A
There are three areas of ancient woodland in the north west of the parcel and
an area of ancient woodland in the south west of the parcel.
There are a number of established trees within the parcel.
The River Mole Floodplain Biodiversity Opportunity Area runs through the
south of the parcel. The River Mole Floodplain Biodiversity Opportunity Area
also adjoins the west of the land parcel.
There are a number of TPOs in the north west of the parcel/ adjoining the
north west of the parcel.
There are a number of TPOs at the Plantation and adjoining Copsleigh
Avenue in the west of the parcel.
There are a number of TPOs within and adjoining the southern part of the land
parcel at Dairy House Farm and along Axes Lane.
None known.
The River Mole Floodplain Biodiversity Opportunity Area runs through the
south of the parcel and adjoins the parcel to the west. There are a number of
TPOs, areas of ancient woodland and well established trees within the
western part of the parcel.

Access to countryside and recreation
Public Rights of Way
There are a number of public rights of way within the west of the land parcel.
Formal recreation
N/A
Informal recreation
N/A
Open Space
Earlswood & Whitebushes: Focus on maintaining quality of natural / semiAssessment findings
natural spaces, increasing accessibility of open spaces and links between
areas as integral part of the Green Infrastructure network.
Salfords & Sidlow: Focus should be on increasing provision in all typologies.
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Summary

The parcel currently offers some public access to the countryside. Should the
parcel be allocated for development, the existing public rights of way would
need to be retained. Given the scope of development proposed, opportunities
exist to provide open space and recreational facilities and improve access to
the countryside.

Flood risk and Water Quality
Rivers, waterways or
The Salfords Stream runs through the south of the parcel.
waterbodies
The northern boundary is delineated by the Redhill Brook.
There are a number of small ponds within the parcel.
There are a number of drains on the eastern boundary.
Flood Risk
FZ2
Areas within the south and north of the parcel.
FZ3
Areas within the south and north of the parcel.
Historic Event
Areas within the south and adjoining the north of the
(1968)
parcel.
Surface water
Areas within the west, south, north and centre of the
parcel are identified as being at risk of surface water.
Reservoir Failure
N/A
Water quality
Groundwater has been identified as potentially being contaminated. Should
the parcel be allocated for development, further investigation would be
required.
Informal consultation
Summary
Flood risk: the Salfords Stream runs through the southern part of the parcel
and there are a number of small ponds. Areas within the south, north and
centre of the parcel are identified as being at risk of surface water flooding.
Water quality: further investigation would be required should the parcel be
allocated for development.
Environmental Health and Amenity
Land contamination
An area in the west of the parcel and an area around Deans Farm have been
identified as potentially being contaminated.
There is also possible contamination due to the use of the land as an
aerodrome. Should the parcel be allocated for development, further
investigation would be required.
Air pollution
The parcel does not fall within an AQMA.
Proximity to the adjacent railway means that the parcel may be vulnerable to
pollution.
Noise pollution
Parcel may be subject to noise pollution from adjacent railway.
Other amenity issues
None additional to those identified above.
Aerodrome
Yes – majority of parcel development over 90m. Southern part of parcel
Safeguarding
development over 45m.
Informal consultation
Environmental Health Officer: there are a number of areas on the
contaminated land list/ potentially contaminated land list. These include works
in the south of the parcel and the brickfield in the west of the parcel.
Further investigation would be required into the slurry pit at Denes Farm and
the former sewerage works. Further investigation would also be required into
the potential for ground gas contamination in the west of the parcel and the
potential for ordinance.
Given the aerodrome use a robust investigation will be required.
Summary
Development would be subject to environmental health investigation and
aerodrome safeguarding constraints.
Green Belt
Findings of Green

Overall contribution: 9 (1 low importance – 15 high importance)
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Belt Review

Checking sprawl: Moderate contribution
Settlement separation: High contribution
Safeguarding countryside: Moderate contribution
Setting of historic towns: Low contribution
To assist regeneration: Low contribution

Infrastructure and accessibility
Name
Town Centre
Redhill

Distance
2.6km

Commentary
Via Three Arch Road and Horley Road

Local Centre
Rail Station

0.3km
0.3km

Via Honeycrock Lane
Via Honeycrock Lane and Southern
Avenue
Via Three Arch Road, Maple Road and
Woodhatch Road
Via Three Arch Road, Horley Road and
Copsleigh Road

Secondary school
Primary School
GP
Employment area
Bus routes
Parcel access
Relevant strategic
infrastructure

Utilities or servicing
shortfalls
Summary

Salfords
Salfords Rail
Station
Reigate
School
Salfords
Primary
School
Woodlands

2.2km
2.1km
2.0km

Via Three Arch Road, Horley Road and
Woodlands Road
Adjoining

Perrywood
Park Industrial
Estate
Bus stop within the parcel at East Surrey Hospital.
Bus routes: 315, 400, 420, 424, 435, 460 and Fastway 100
Regular services: 1 bus approx. 10 minutes.
The parcel is accessed via Three Arch Road, Mason’s Bridge Road, Kings Mill
Lane, Honeycrock Lane and Axes Lane.
Given the scale of development, access improvements would be required.
A development of the scale proposed would have a significant impact on
infrastructure; there would be a need to provide education and health facilities.
Transport improvements would likely be required upfront.
If the parcel were to be allocated for development, further investigation into
specific infrastructure requirements would be required.
Given that the parcel adjoins the urban area and is partly used for commercial
uses, there are unlikely to be problems connecting to utilities. However, given
the scale of the development proposed, capacity improvements may be
required.
The parcel has relatively good access to public transport but poor access to
local services and facilities. Given the scale of development proposed,
additional facilities would be required. Should the parcel be allocated for
development, further investigation into infrastructure and utilities would be
required.

Availability & Suitability
Landowners
The parcel is owned by a number of landowners.
Is land being actively
The parcel has been actively promoted for a standalone settlement.
promoted for
development?
Is there
The parcel has been actively promoted for development by Thakeham
housebuilder/developer Homes, a national housebuilder.
interest?
Legal/ownership
No legal/ ownership constraints identified.
constraints or existing
The existing commercial and aerodrome facilities may need to be reprovided.
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uses to be relocated
Summary

The hospital would need to be retained.
The parcel is considered to be available for development – it has been
actively promoted by Thakeham Homes, a national developer, for a
standalone settlement.
Should the parcel be redeveloped the existing hospital would need to be
retained and the existing commercial and aerodrome facilities may need to be
reprovided.
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APPENDIX D
EXTRACT FROM RBBC BOROUGH WIDE LANDSCAPE AND TOWNSCAPE
CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

A202-RE-01_LB

BOROUGH WIDE LANDSCAPE & TOWNSCAPE CHARACTER ASSESSMENT

Character Sub- Area B2

Character Sub- Area B3

• The landscape is diverse and characterised by large areas of common or heath
with views of the urban edge and associated recreational activities.
• The landscape of Reigate Heath and its surroundings is recognised as being
of value (AGLV).  Under the AGLV review, the majority of the AGLV area was
considered to share some characteristics as the AONB with the Heath area itself
sharing identical characteristics.
• The topography is gently undulating and often of good scenic quality.
• There is a large SSSI and SNCI at Reigate Heath a further SNCI at Slipshatch and
a cluster of SNCI’s around South Earlswood.
• There are a small number of isolated ancient woodland blocks.
• A farmland landscape exists to the west with a patchwork of field patterns and
straight field boundaries.
• Some quarrying is evident.
• This area frequently exhibits the mature qualities of an integrated heath and
common landscape, either environmentally designated, or of high
landscape sensitivity.

• This is a diverse and disturbed landscape with large areas of quarrying and large
scale earth movement leaving lakes, marshland and grassland. Much of this area
has been managed for wildlife and nature re-establishment.
• There is a large SNCI covering approximately half the area and there are small
ancient woodland blocks towards the south of the area and small areas of AGLV
and a site for public open space alongside the M25 and M23 junction.
• There is a high degree of rural/urban interface from Redhill, Merstham and
Earlswood, compounded by proximity to the transport corridors of the railway
and motorway.
• In general, the landscape’s interrupted characteristics imbue
it with a low sensitivity to change, although the level of sensitivity rises
around the managed wildlife sites.
• A disturbed fringe landscape, both physically and visually with views often
encompassing the urban edge of Redhill and its surrounding villages. The northsouth transport corridors which run through the fringe add a high degree of
severance and play a part in its low landscape sensitivity. However, the fringe
area plays host to local nature reserves with a high ecological value (protected
under planning designations) with a higher sensitivity to change.

The undulating landscape of B2, near Skimmington

The grassland and filled quarry landscape and urban fringe of B3, near Merstham

The landscape of B2 near Earlswood, with typical views including the urban edge
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